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Performance Review
In the one month period ending April 30, 2023, the Fund’s I shares returned 0.61% (net of fees) , while the benchmark returned
0.34%. 

In April, the portfolio outperformed relative to the benchmark as volatility fell and investors were gifted with a relatively mellow
month. The overweight to investment grade corporates contributed as spreads tightened over the month. The allocation to non-
agency residential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS) also contributed, as did the portfolio’s U.S. rates positioning. There were no
significant detractors over the month.

 Market Review
After the woes of March, investors were gifted with a relatively mellow month in April. Markets were caught between two narratives
over the month. The first was robust job growth and sticky core inflation due to the pressures from elevated service inflation. The
second was concern around economic weakness from the fallout from First Republic Bank and regional bank deposit runs, with the
potential for a credit crunch.

Volatility fell, with interest rate volatility retracing back to February levels and VIX, a measure of equity market volatility, trading
below 16 to end the month.  U.S. Treasury yield changes across the curve were relatively muted.

In April, 2-, 5- and 10-year Treasury yields fell by 2, 9 and 5 basis points (bps), respectively.  The 30-year Treasury yield rose 2 bps.
Real yields rose slightly, as 10-year breakeven inflation rates fell 11 bps in April.  Longer-term expectations for inflation continued to
be stable.

The Bloomberg U.S. Corporate Index spread tightened 2 bps in April to 136 bps.  With the resolution of the First Republic situation,
there was some calming in the banking sector. For the month, financials were 7 bps tighter, while industrials spreads were
unchanged.  Spreads for shorter-maturity corporates, which have a higher proportion of bank bonds, tightened the most. First quarter
reporting mostly outperformed expectations, with financials benefiting from higher net interest margins, while non-financials
highlighted continued pricing power, the benefits of the reopening and the impact of prior cost-cutting.

Our base case view remains that we are reasonably compensated to own credit as we view corporate fundamentals to be resilient,
though we are concerned about a deterioration of the macro backdrop and a slowdown in the U.S. economy. We view companies as
having built liquidity in recent quarters and implemented cost-efficiencies during the COVID era. We expect profit margins to be
pressured by increased costs (although first quarter reporting suggests companies are protecting margins in the short term) and top-
line revenue to be challenging. However, given the starting point, we believe most corporates will be able to manage a slowdown
without significant downgrades or defaults.

Concern about potential FDIC (Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation) sales from failed banks continued to pressure the agency
mortgage-backed securities (MBS) market in April. Current coupon spreads widened 17 bps to 169 bps above comparable duration
U.S. Treasuries.  Though agency MBS now appear attractive based on historical spreads to other high quality sectors, technicals
remain concerning as the Fed and U.S. banks continue to reduce their holdings.

 

 

 Source: Morgan Stanley Investment Management. Data as of April 30, 2023. Performance for other share classes will vary. 
 Source: Bloomberg L.P. Data as of April 30, 2023. One basis point = 0.01% 

 
This document constitutes a commentary and does not constitute investment advice nor a recommendation to invest. The value of
investments may rise as well as fall. Independent advice should be sought before any decision to invest.
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Most securitized credit sectors stabilized in April. Spreads on sectors that are not nagged by credit concerns are often correlated
with corporate financial spreads, which tightened during the month. The notable exception was commercial mortgage-backed
securities backed by loans to office buildings, which remain under significant stress. Elsewhere, fundamental credit conditions
generally remain stable despite recession risks. Delinquencies across many asset classes are increasing slowly, but overall
delinquencies remain low from a historical perspective, and we believe delinquency and default levels will remain non-threatening to
the large majority of securities. With recent spread widening, we continue to find good value in selected high quality securitized
credit bonds.

 Portfolio Activity
In April, the portfolio reduced its overweight to investment grade corporates, particularly industrials and financials. The portfolio also
trimmed the allocation to asset-backed securities and increased the allocation to non-agency RMBS. The portfolio added U.S.
duration exposure, bringing it flat relative to the benchmark.

 Strategy and Outlook
The challenge of bringing down inflation remains ongoing. The costs of that effort have become more evident, with First Republic
following Silicon Valley Bank into FDIC receivership. While the Fed did raise rates another 25 bps in May, it emphasized that future
rate hikes would be dependent on the data, signaling a strong probability of a pause in the hiking cycle, despite the fact that core
inflation remains significantly higher than desired and is only showing mixed signs of ameliorating. Even the European Central Bank
(ECB) slowed its pace of tightening to 25 bps in May, reflecting its belief that rate hikes to date are now being transmitted “forcefully”
to financial markets and the economy. While it remains to be seen how much damage the blows to the banking system will cause,
there is no doubt that the economy is slowing, presenting central banks with further challenges in juggling financial market stability
with a forceful commitment to bringing down inflation. And ever in the minds of bond investors is the question of how banking issues
will affect central banks’ ability to lower inflation. Given the uncertainty, we are remaining flexible. Markets tend to overreact and
underreact. We hope to take advantage of this as the year progresses.

Despite ongoing issues in banking and weaker-than-expected data (generally speaking), financial asset prices outside of banking were
surprisingly calm. It is almost incredible to believe that, in a month with the second-largest bank failure in history, global asset prices
were the least volatile since the beginning of the pandemic by the metric of percentage of assets moving less than 3% in either
direction and by VIX, a measure of equity market volatility, which returned to levels last seen in late 2021.

The Fed is now in “wait and see” mode and has made no indications it is ready to even think about cutting rates; the market, however,
has other ideas. Financial market futures contracts are now anticipating about 100 bps in rate cuts in the second half of 2023. It
should not be a surprise that, given the 500 bps of rate hikes in a little over a year, various leveraged business models, such as banks,
might come under pressure, even if monetary policy tightening was well executed. But it could get worse, and there are likely to be
more casualties of the inflation fight. That does not mean there will be a crisis, but rather economic weakness and hopefully a faster
drop in inflation, which would allow the Fed to reverse some of its tightening in 2024.

A key factor in understanding what comes next in the U.S. will be measuring how tight monetary/financial conditions have become.
By the standard of short rates, they are at a minimum moderately tight or significantly tight if you use a long-run inflation rate of 2%
to calculate the real fed funds rate. Bank credit conditions are clearly on a tightening trajectory, although to what extent remains to
be seen. However, if we look at government bond yields, credit spreads, the S&P 500 Index and energy prices, things are looking up
— meaning that the movement in these variables does not suggest financial conditions are tightening.

The inability of government bond yields to fall in April, post the March rally, suggests that further movements in yields will
necessitate one of two events transpiring:

1) a crisis unfolds, the Fed cuts rates and yields fall; or

2) a crisis is avoided, inflation may or may not fall significantly, but bond yields rise.

Scenario two is bearish for “risk-free” bonds, but supportive of stable-to-tighter spreads on corporate bonds and securitized assets,
and we would not expect a significant backup in U.S. Treasury yields beyond their recent ranges. For example, 10-year Treasury yields
have been in a broad 3.3%-3.7% range for a while now. This is unlikely to break, barring scenario one coming to pass. German
government bond yields are also probing the bottom of recent ranges, in a market where inflation is in worse shape than in the U.S.
Keep in mind though that in scenario one, the market has already priced in 100 bps of rate cuts this year and another 100 bps next
year. Expectations would have to exceed this number to get bond yields meaningfully lower.

Where does this leave us? We are concerned about the global economy. While growth looked like it was accelerating through the
first quarter, it decelerated toward the end of the quarter, suggesting that — in conjunction with banking sector woes and what the
ECB characterized as “forceful” transmission of higher rates into the economy — second quarter growth may be weak. Moreover,
there is no doubt employment growth is slowing in the U.S. (less so outside the U.S.) and headline inflation is falling. This augurs well
for no further Fed rate hikes.

 



But inflation is not beaten, neither in the U.S. nor in most other countries. Even though central banks are at or nearly at peak
terminal rates, they will be reluctant to cut rates simply because unemployment rates rise. The Fed and most other central banks
need to see higher unemployment rates simply to stop hiking. But, to further complicate matters, central banks must also ensure
financial market stability, which may constrain their ability to maintain moderately tight monetary conditions for a long time, pushing
out success on the inflation front. Indeed, one risk investors must remain vigilant about is the possibility that worries about financial
contagion and systemic financial sector risks are pushing out into the future the attainment of long-run inflation goals. If true, by
design or by accident, this would steepen yield curves and add an inflation risk premium to longer-maturity bonds.

In terms of strategy, we continue to run longer duration than before the collapse of Silicon Valley Bank and seek to buy additional
duration on any setbacks in yields. We look for ways to intelligently upgrade credit quality, minimizing give-ups in expected returns.
Credit markets look modestly undervalued, but in the investment grade space cheaper valuations are predominantly in bonds issued
by financial institutions. Spreads are above average but not materially so, making credit a carry game with limited opportunities for
spread compression. Given that we expect an economic slowdown but no big recession this year, we believe shorter-dated high yield
bonds look fairly valued and, if chosen carefully, could potentially generate an attractive return. Securitized credit continues to look
more attractive than any other sector, in our view. We think the credit risk of residential and selective commercial mortgage-backed
securities like multi-family housing is attractive given the strong starting point for household and corporate balance sheets, and
strong household income growth. Our favorite category of securitized credit remains non-agency residential mortgages, despite
expectations that U.S. home prices will likely fall in 2023. Recent events continue to be negative for the U.S. dollar. U.S. growth is
likely to weaken more than in many other countries, supporting the idea of monetary policy tightening further outside the U.S. If the
Fed holds policy rates unchanged to combat inflation in the face of weaker data and/or banking sector stresses, it is likely to be
negative for the dollar. If the Fed cuts rates while inflation is still too high in response to economic weakness or financial stability
concerns, it is likely to be negative for the U.S. dollar. We continue to like being underweight the dollar versus a basket of developed
and emerging market currencies. We also continue to like emerging market local government bonds versus hard currency debt.

 
FUND FACTS
Inception Date
March 31, 1992

Minimum Initial Investment ($)
A Shares - 1,000
I Shares - 1,000,000

Index
Primary - Bloomberg 1-3 Year U.S. Government/Credit Index
Former - ICE BofAML 1-Year U.S. Treasury Note Index

 

 Share class availability may vary by platform. For more information, please visit the specified fund page on the website. 
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RISK CONSIDERATIONS

There is no assurance that a Portfolio will achieve its  
investment objective. Portfolios are subject to market risk,  
which is the possibility that the market values of securities  
owned by the Portfolio will decline and that the value of  
Portfolio shares may therefore be less than what you paid for  
them. Market values can change daily due to economic and  
other events (e.g. natural disasters, health crises, terrorism,  
conflicts and social unrest) that affect markets, countries,  
companies or governments. It is difficult to predict the timing,  
duration, and potential adverse effects (e.g. portfolio liquidity)  
of events. Accordingly, you can lose money investing in this  
Portfolio. Please be aware that this Portfolio may be subject to  
certain additional risks. Fixed-income securities are subject to

the ability of an issuer to make timely principal and interest  
payments ( credit risk), changes in interest rates ( interest-
rate risk), the creditworthiness of the issuer and general  
market liquidity ( market risk). In a rising interest-rate  
environment, bond prices may fall and may result in periods of  
volatility and increased portfolio redemptions. In a declining  
interest-rate environment, the portfolio may generate less  
income. Longer-term securities may be more sensitive to  
interest rate changes. Mortgage- and asset-backed securities
are sensitive to early prepayment risk and a higher  
risk of default and may be hard to value and difficult to sell 
(liquidity risk). They are also subject to credit, market and  
interest rate risks. Foreign securities are subject to currency,  
political, economic and market risks. The risks of investing in

Performance (%)
As of April 30, 2023

MTD QTD YTD 1 YR 3 YR 5 YR 10 YR
Class I Shares at NAV 0.61 0.61 2.35 1.55 0.88 1.46 1.96

Class A Shares at NAV 0.46 0.46 2.28 1.29 0.63 1.20 1.69

Class A Shares (With Max 2.25% Sales Charge) -1.78 -1.78 -0.03 -0.94 -0.14 0.74 1.46

Bloomberg 1-3 Year U.S. Government/Credit Index 0.34 0.34 1.86 1.15 -0.47 1.35 1.03

ICE BofAML 1-Year U.S. Treasury Note Index 0.18 0.18 1.42 1.39 0.15 1.32 0.87

Performance (%)
As of March 31, 2023

MTD QTD YTD 1 YR 3 YR 5 YR 10 YR
Class I Shares at NAV 1.13 1.73 1.73 0.42 1.46 1.39 1.93

Class A Shares at NAV 1.23 1.81 1.81 0.17 1.25 1.16 1.67

Class A Shares (With Max 2.25% Sales Charge) -1.05 -0.49 -0.49 -2.03 0.50 0.70 1.44

Bloomberg 1-3 Year U.S. Government/Credit Index 1.45 1.51 1.51 0.26 -0.38 1.26 1.01

ICE BofAML 1-Year U.S. Treasury Note Index 0.87 1.25 1.25 1.02 0.08 1.29 0.85

Class A shares have a maximum front-end sales charge of 2.25%. Performance data quoted represents past
performance, which is no guarantee of future results, and current performance may be lower or higher than the
figures shown. For the most recent month end performance figures, please visit morganstanley.com/im. Investment
returns and principal value will fluctuate and fund shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their
original cost.
The gross expense ratio is 0.44% for Class I shares and the net expense ratio is 0.30%. The gross expense ratio is
0.68% for Class A shares and net expense ratio is 0.55%. Where the net expense ratio is lower than the gross expense
ratio, certain fees have been waived and/or expenses reimbursed. These waivers and/or reimbursements will
continue for at least one year from the date of the applicable fund's current prospectus (unless otherwise noted in
the applicable prospectus) or until such time as the fund's Board of Directors acts to discontinue all or a portion of
such waivers and/or reimbursements. Absent such waivers and/or reimbursements, returns would have been lower.
Expenses are based on the fund's current prospectus.
Returns are net of fees and assume the reinvestment of all dividends and income. They are compared to an unmanaged market index.
Returns for less than one year are cumulative (not annualized). Performance for one year or more is based on average annual total
returns. The returns are reported for Class I and A shares. Performance for other share classes will vary.

The Portfolio received monies related to certain nonrecurring litigation settlements. If these monies were not received, any period
returns which include these settlement monies would have been lower. The returns on the other Share Classes would also have
been similarly impacted. These were one-time settlements, and as a result, the impact on the net asset value and consequently the
performance will not likely be repeated in the future. Rankings for the fund were more favorable due to these settlements and
ratings may also have been positively impacted. For additional information please visit morganstanley.com/im.

 

 



emerging market countries are greater than risks associated
with investments in foreign developed countries. Derivative
instruments may disproportionately increase losses and have a
significant impact on performance. They also may be subject to
counterparty, liquidity, valuation, correlation and market risks.
Illiquid securities may be more difficult to sell and value than
publicly traded securities (liquidity risk).

INDEX INFORMATION

The Bloomberg 1-3 Year U.S Government/Credit Index tracks
the securities in the 1-3 year maturity range of the Barclays U.S.
Government/Credit Index which tracks investment-grade
(BBB-/Baa3) or higher publicly traded fixed rate U.S. government,
U.S. agency, and corporate issues.

The Bloomberg U.S. Corporate Index is a broad-based
benchmark that measures the investment grade, fixed-rate,
taxable, corporate bond market.

The ICE BofAML 1-Year U.S. Treasury Note Index is an
unmanaged index tracking U.S. government securities with a
maturity of at least one year and less than three years.

The Standard & Poor’s 500® Index (S&P 500®) measures the
performance of the large cap segment of the U.S. equities
market, covering approximately 80% of the U.S. equities market.
The Index includes 500 leading companies in leading industries
of the U.S. economy.

The Volatility Index (VIX) is the ticker symbol for the Chicago
Board Options Exchange Market Volatility Index, a popular
measure of the implied volatility of S&P 500 index options. It
represents one measure of the market's expectation of stock
market volatility over the next 30-day period. The VIX is quoted
in percentage points and translates, roughly, to the expected
movement in the S&P 500 index over the next 30-day period,
which is then annualized.

“Bloomberg®” and the Bloomberg Index/Indices used are service
marks of Bloomberg Finance L.P. and its affiliates, and have been
licensed for use for certain purposes by Morgan Stanley
Investment Management (MSIM). Bloomberg is not affiliated
with MSIM, does not approve, endorse, review, or recommend
any product, and. does not guarantee the timeliness,
accurateness, or completeness of any data or information
relating to any product.

The Indexes are unmanaged and do not include any expenses,
fees or sales charges. It is not possible to invest directly in an
Index. Any index referred to herein is the intellectual property
(including registered trademarks) of the applicable licensor.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

The views and opinions and/or analysis expressed are those of 
the investment team as of the date of preparation of this

material and are subject to change at any time without notice
due to market or economic conditions and may not necessarily
come to pass. Furthermore, the views will not be updated or
otherwise revised to reflect information that subsequently
becomes available or circumstances existing, or changes
occurring, after the date of publication. The views expressed do
not reflect the opinions of all investment personnel at Morgan
Stanley Investment Management (MSIM) and its subsidiaries and
affiliates (collectively “the Firm”), and may not be reflected in all
the strategies and products that the Firm offers. 

This material is a general communication, which is not impartial
and all information provided has been prepared solely for
informational and educational purposes and does not constitute
an offer or a recommendation to buy or sell any particular
security or to adopt any specific investment strategy. The
information herein has not been based on a consideration of any
individual investor circumstances and is not investment advice,
nor should it be construed in any way as tax, accounting, legal or
regulatory advice. To that end, investors should seek independent
legal and financial advice, including advice as to tax
consequences, before making any investment decision.

Certain information herein has been prepared on the basis of
publicly available information, internally developed data and
other third-party sources believed to be reliable. However, no
assurances are provided regarding the reliability of such
information and the Firm has not sought to independently verify
information taken from public and third-party sources. 

Please consider the investment objective, risks, charges and
expenses of the fund carefully before investing. The
prospectus contains this and other information about the
fund. To obtain a prospectus, download one at
morganstanley.com/im or call 1-800-548-7786. Please read
the prospectus carefully before investing.

The whole or any part of this material may not be directly or
indirectly reproduced, copied, modified, used to create a
derivative work, performed, displayed, published, posted,
licensed, framed, distributed or transmitted or any of its contents
disclosed to third parties without MSIM's express written
consent. This material may not be linked to unless such hyperlink
is for personal and non-commercial use. All information
contained herein is proprietary and is protected under copyright
and other applicable law.

Morgan Stanley Investment Management is the asset
management division of Morgan Stanley.

NOT FDIC INSURED | OFFER NO BANK GUARANTEE | MAY LOSE
VALUE | NOT INSURED BY ANY FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
AGENCY | NOT A DEPOSIT
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